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Lip Reading used to help Voice Assistant Speech 





This invention addresses lip reading used to help Voice Assistant Speech Recognition or use in Silent 
Mode by using neural network/AI technology and voice recognition in conjunction with a voice assistant. 
BACKGROUND 
The voice assistant built into TVs responds to a wake-up word such as "Alexa" or "OK Google".  The 
problem is that the TV is outputting audio at the same time and can interfere with the voice recognition of 
the wake-up word or the commands that comes next after the wake-up word is recognize.  
Recognizing the wake-up word is one of the main problem because usually content is blaringly loud.  The 
assistant often has to pause or mute the content that is playing in order to capture subsequent commands 
AFTER the wake-up word is recognized.  But then the player may need to be commanded to resume. 
The voice assistant is hearing both the program and the user. And sometimes it cannot interpret 
correctly ... and the user must repeat several times.  This can be frustrating. There are videos on social 
media of people shouting at their voice assistant. 
 
DESCRIPTION 
By using Lip Reading, the user would only need to mouth the words silently in order to be understood. 
It would therefore be possible to continue to have the voice assistant play the content WHILE issuing new 
commands.  The sound of the content would not interfere with lip reading. There are several options on 
the best way to practice the invention.  It would be helpful if the context of the lip reading could be 
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determined ... if using voice assistance with search for and playing back content, or controlling the player 
(e.g. TV or Chromecast player, etc.),then it might be possible to limit word choices to help the neural 
network and AI.  
This invention would be useful for someone watching or listening to content in a bedroom and to be able 
to silently control the "voice" assistant while one partner is sleeping nearby.   The playback of the content 
could be heard through headphones (Bluetooth or wired). 
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